
Scratch Lesson - Olympic  Soccer

In this lesson we’ll learn how to create a classic style penalty shoot-out game.

The coding that we’ll cover in this lesson is as follows:

1) We’ll learn how to create a basic menu.
2) We’ll learn how to create a cross-hair.
3) We’ll learn how to code a non-playing character.
4) We’ll also add a couple of sounds to our code (audible feedback).

STEP 1:

Let’s Get Started!

STEP 2:

Step 1 of our journey is importing the template provided called - Olympic Soccer.

Now let’s get comfortable with the assets.

You’ll see that there’s already the following assets included in the template:

• A soccer ball.
• A cross-hair.
• Goal posts.
• Goal netting.
• A goal keeper.
• 2 Backdrops (1 for our main-menu and 1 for our game).
• A Start button.

Alright, let’s start coding! Let’s first start with our main menu and start button. 

Complete the following code for our start button:

We first need to start 
with this command, so 
our code only executes 
when we click the start 

button [green flag] 
button.

We will then append a 
“show” command to 

this.

After that we will set a 
“hide” command as we don’t 
want our start button to still 

be on screen.

We will then add a 
“when this sprite 

clicked” and append a 
broadcast command to 

it. 

We will set our 
broadcast to “start”.



Next, we will input the code we require for our backdrop. This will switch our backdrop 
between our Main Menu backdrop and our game backdrop. 

Input the following code:

STEP 3:

Let’s append a “switch 
backdrop to” and set it to 

“bg_menu”.} Then we will hide our 
variables of “goals” and 

shots”.

Once that’s completed, let’s set what happens after we click or “start” button.

First we will set our receive 
broadcast command to 

“start”.

Then we will add a “switch 
backdrop to” and select  

“bg_main”. }
After that we need to show 

our scoring variables of 
“goals” and “shots”. Our variables are tracking our number of shots we 

take and the number of goals we score.

We’re just making sure that 
our netting & posts sit on the 

back layer, so they don’t 
interfere with our keeper, 

cross-hair or ball.

STEP 4:
For our “posts” and “netting” sprites, we need to pop this code into both of them. So click 
on “posts” first and input the following, then do the same for “netting”.

We first need to start 
with this command, so 
our code only executes 
when we click the start 

button [green flag] 
button.



STEP 5:

Now let’s focus on our cross-hair. There’s a couple of di�erent things happening in our 
cross-hair, let’s take it step by step.

Complete the following:

Let’s first tell our cross-hair 
to hide when we click the 

[green flag] button.

This is so our cross-hair 
hides during our Main Menu.

Then we can setup our movement controls for our cross-hair:

We firstly input a “broadcast receive” command 
and set it to start.

We then set it to “show”.

And we make sure it’s on the front layer.

Then we wrap the below in a “forever” command.

}
This entire section controls what our 

movement keys do. We are using the up, 
down, left, and right arrow keys on the 

keyboard to control the cross-hair 
placement.

You can of course change this to any 
keys you would like to.

The “change y by (integer)” and 
“change x by (integer)” commands tells 
our keys what direction they must move 

in.

Increasing these integers would make 
our cross-hair move faster, decreasing 

will do the opposite. 

Positive & negative integers relate to 
the Up / Down, Left / Right movement 
of our cross-hair. Positive integers are 

Up and Right. Negative integers control 
Down and Left.

The last 2 lines control what 
happens when we touch the 

edge of our screen.



Next we will need to set where our cross-hair starts and how it tracks our movement.

STEP 5 Continued:

Our broadcast command set to “start”.

Makes sure that our cross-hair shows.

Below code, wrapped in a “forever” command.

} We will set our x variable to 
“x-position” and set our y 

variable to our “y-position”.

Lastly for our cross-hair, we will set a 
broadcast receive command to “shoot”. 

We will set up  the broadcast message 
in a later step.

We will set our cross-hair to hide 
after it receives the broadcast. So 
we can see where our ball is going.

Finally, we will set a “1.25” second 
delay and set it to “show again.

Okay, now let’s take a look at our soccer ball. We have quite a bit of code needed for this 
one, so let’s do it methodically. We will first start out with our [green flag] button.

STEP 6:

Set’s our ball to it’s 
original position.

Increases the balls size to 
45%. Our later code will 
decrease the ball size.

}Then we will set our 
variables to reset back to 

“0” and add in a 
“stop---this script”.



STEP 6 Continued:
Okay, let’s setup our balls movement, we will append this to our space bar.

Firstly, we will tell our code to execute after we click our “space” key, then we will add our 
broadcast command of “Shoot”. 

We need to set our ball to go towards our cross-hair, we will add in a “point-towards” 
command and set it to “crosshair”. 

We then append a movement command of “glide” and set the seconds to “0.35”. Then we 
will set our x & y coordinates to our x & y variable.

After that we will add in a “if---then--else” command and input “touching (netting)?” and 
not---touching (keeper)?” then. This tells our code that if it’s touching the netting, doing 
the following, if it’s touching our keeper, then execute the “else” part.

Under the “then” section, we will append a “start sound” and set it to “hitting_net”, 
followed by a start sound of “Goal Cheer”. Under that, we will add a broadcast command 
and set it to “goal”.

For our “else” section of our command, we will place a “start sound” and set it to 
“kick_sound2”. Additionally, we will append a broadcast command and set it to “miss”.

The last part of our code is to add a delay of “1.25” seconds, then tell our ball to go back to 
it’s starting position of x: “0” y: “-150”.

Under that, we need to append a “stop---this script” command so our code is ready for the 
next time.



Next, we need to tell our code what happens if the ball touches the netting, posts or keeper 
and how it’ll react if it does.

STEP 6 Continued:

Our broadcast receive command set to “shoot”.

Then a “repeat until” command, 
we’ll input a “touching” control 

and set it to “netting”.

Next, we need to tell our code the following:

We need to input a “if---then” command and place a control of “touching---keeper?” or 
“touching---posts?”

Appended to that we input a movement command of “glide” and set the seconds to “0.65” 
and to “random position”.

This will make the ball rebound o� the keeper / posts. If it touches the net, then it won’t run 
the code.

Our next section will control the animation of the ball size, this gives us the illusion of an 
object moving away from us.

We will start this code after we click the “space” key.

We will then append a delay of “0.2” seconds.

We will wrap the below code in a repeat (10).

We will then input a “change size by” and set the 
integer to “-2”.

We will add another delay and set it to “1.27” seconds.

Then add a “set size to” and set the integer to “45” %.

By the way, the delays are set o� of “what feels right” when we were making the 
lesson. They may look like random numbers, but this is what feels natural.

As humans, we are pretty good at recognizing when something doesn’t feel natural, 
due to our pattern recognition abilities.



Our last code for our ball is going to control the audible and visual feedback aspect:

STEP 6 Continued:

Our first 2 sections are related to our variables as we are tracking and displaying the 
number of shots taken and the number of goals scored.

We will start with our broadcast receive message and set it to “goal”. We will append our 
“change variable” and set it to “Goals” and the integer to “1”. Below that, we will attach a 

“stop---this script” command.

We will do the same for our “shoot” broadcast but just change the receive message to 
“Shoot” and change to “shots”.

For our audible feedback, we will tell our code to play a sound after we click the “space” key.
Set the “play sound --- until done” to “kick_sound”.

Next, we are going to build our code for the keeper. This is our goalie, and they need to try 
stop the ball from entering the goals. Let’s first start out with what happens when we click 
the [green flag] button and our broadcast of “start”.

STEP 7:

We first want our 
keeper to hide on our 

main menu screen.

After that we want to 
show our keeper.

We then want to switch 
our keepers costume to 

“casey-a”.

And tell our keeper 
where to stand.



Next we will setup how our keeper tracks the ball and the changing of costume so it looks 
like our keeper is “diving” towards the ball:

STEP 7 Continued:

Firstly, let’s sort out how our code knows when to change the costume:

We will start out with a broadcast receive command and set it to “shoot”. Under that, we 
will append a “if---then” command and input a operator of (a) > (b). 

Within the operator, we will add a sensing of “distance to ---” and set that to “ball”. After 
the “>” icon, we will input our “x” variable.

Within the “then” part of our “if---then” command, we will append a “switch costume to” 
and set it to “casey-d”.

Outside of our “if---then” command we will place a “stop---this script”.

Next, we will sort it our “when space key pressed” section:

Under our “space” key pressed code, we will append a “forever” command and place a 
“glide” and set the seconds to “0.75”, the “to” part to “crosshair”.

We will add a delay of “1.25” seconds and place a “go to x:(0) y: -15”.

Then we will add a “switch costume to” and set it to “casey-a” (our original costume).

Under that (within the forever command) we will add a “stop---this script”.

That’s it! You have created another game in Scratch, well done! :)
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